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The normal life span of the jeep soft top is three to four years and these depend on the maintenance
of the soft tops. It is pleasure in driving the jeep without the jeep soft top but they are use full in the
extreme weather conditions. They are made up of the fabric material that is prone to the dirt and the
debris so they can be removed often to make the cleaning process easy. You can use the
protectant for every thirty to ninety days. The fabric, the windows and the zippers are the parts of
the jeep soft tops to be cleaned properly. You can use the lubricant oil for the zippers, remove the
windows, clean them and you can replace them easily.

The fabric is made up of the canvas material or the polyester that can withstand the sun's ultraviolet
rays but the house hold cleaning agents must be avoided as that might ruin the soft tops. The soft
bristle must be used and the windows are wiped with the soft towel in order to avoid the cracks.
There are many types of jeep soft tops and some of the popular companies producing the soft tops
are Pavement Ends, Rugged Ridge and Best top. The bikini soft tops are used for the summer
months, the safari top is bigger than the bikini top but they are transparent.

The sun lighter top is also semi transparent but it filters the ultra violet rays from the sun. The duster
combo stops the duct from entering into the jeep and the wind jammer restricts the force of the wind
into the vehicle. You can purchase the branded soft tops as they are highly durable and used for
more number of years. The jeep soft tops can be obtained from two ways factory and the
aftermarket. You can change the soft tops according to the usage of the jeep.

You can also use the power cleanser for cleaning the soft top material in the wash station. After
removing the soft tops from the jeep you can you can place them in the cover for storage that has
the hooks and the fasteners. They provide the style and comfort for the passengers. They soft tops
are flexible and easy to install and remove. The aftermarket jeep soft tops have more benefits than
the factory jeep soft tops and the cost depends on the brand names.
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